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Today is the day everything changes for you… 

well at least for your messaging so you can be seen 

by the people who need your services and bring in 

more money doing what you love!!

Over the next 5 days I’m going to give you a quick 

training with simple, easy to complete tasks. That way 

you can make measurable progress.
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Here’s our Course Outline For The Next 5 Days:

Day One   

Create Your Stand:  Get clear on your core values and your market

value. You can’t be without this if you want to create a message that

brings you clients.

Day Two

Create Your Powerful Message: Give your audience exactly what they

are looking for. This is what makes you stand out in their mind.

Day Three

Get The Word Out: Share your message unapologetically. Create a 

buzz with the power of collaboration.

Day Four 

Connect With Your Audience And Create Community: Creating a

meaningful connection with your community will give you consistent

visibility and position you as the go-to person for your ideal clients.

Day Five 

Live MASTERCLASS: Monetize Your Message! Learn how to 

expand your visibility in a collaborative community of purpose driven

entrepreneurs. Use the power of speaking and video to continue

growing your visibility. Learn how to convert your audience into buyers

with your irresistible offer that your fans can’t wait to sign up for. This

will attract and engage your ideal clients and turn your purpose into

profits!
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Today you’re going to Create Your Stand with solid understanding

of your value. You can’t be without this if you want to monetize your

message.  

Here's a few things you want to get clear on when creating your

message. This is for you to play with. You don't need to know 100%

just yet. We'll dig into it together.

What are core values?

 

Mine are Self Expression, Freedom and Connection. I created my

business to help other people share their purpose, create freedom

in their life and connect with those who need their special gifts.  

 I’ve included a list of values on the next page to help you identify

yours.

YOUR TURN -  What are YOUR top 3 core values?

DAY ONE  -  CREATE YOUR STAND
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___  Accomplishments/Results

___  Personal Power

___  Achievement

___  Privacy/Solitude

___  Recognition

___  Balance

___  Risk Taking

___  Clarity

___  Romance/Magic

___  Commitment

___  Security

___  Community

___  Self Expression

___  Completion

___  Learning

___  Connecting/Bonding

___  Honesty

___  Orderliness/accuracy

___  Humor

___  Organization

___  Health

___  Nature

___  Integrity

___  Partnership

___  Intimacy

___  Joy

___  Independence

___  Service/Contribution

___  Compassion

___  Spirituality

___  Creativity

___  Trust

___  Emotional Health

___  Vitality

___  Environment

___  Leadership

___  Loyalty

___  Freedom

___  Openness

___  Fulfillment

___  Personal Growth

___  Fun

___  Mastery/Excellence



What do you stand for?

Ideally you want your stand to be associated with your core values

and create a connection with your clients problem. 

For example:

Here is my stand using the above values which are in parentheses.

“I help entrepreneurs connect (connection) with their ideal clients 

so they can monetize their message, share their purpose (self

expression) and live life on their own terms (freedom).”

YOUR TURN - What do YOU stand for?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Who is your work for?

You want your stand to speak to the perfect clients for you to work

with. They will know you are for them when you share where they are

now and where they want to be.

There are 2 pieces to this step. Identity and Desire. Make sure you

speak to both. This addresses the gap between where they are and

where they want to be. The gap is what your services provide.

Example:

Current Experience:  

Their identity: The unseen entrepreneur.

What they want: Want to make money doing what they love, rather

than trading time for money or stuck making money for the sake of

money rather than the real impact they know they can make.

YOUR TURN - Who is YOUR work for?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Who is your work not for?

You must also filter out the people who are not a fit for your

services. Most likely you would love to help everyone, but the truth is

you will waste a lot of time and energy if you work with less than

ideal clients.

Example:

The Entrepreneur Unleashed works with purpose-driven, action

oriented entrepreneurs who are committed to making a difference in

the lives of others while growing their business. We do not work with

complainers, people stuck in their story of struggle, those unwilling to

grow and take action, or those who just want to make money without

real meaning.

YOUR TURN - Who is YOUR work not for?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Choose your top 2 core values from the list 

Write down what you stand for. Post it on a sticky note near

your computer. Your messaging will be from this perspective

from now on.

How many clients/customers do you want and by when?

Clarity and focus create results. Write down how many clients

you want and by when.

                         

                           Wooo hoo!  YOU DID IT!! 

                                 See you tomorrow!    

YOUR DAY ONE 

ACTION ITEMS
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Give your audience exactly what they are looking for. This is what

makes you stand out in their mind.

Yesterday you created your platform for your message. Yahoo!!!

You created your stand and got super clear on the ideal clients you

will work with as you grow your wildly successful business! Today

you are creating your message to reach the perfect people for your

programs and products.

Why of all the businesses you could be in, did you choose this

one?

People want to buy from you when they feel a connection. Dig into

the reason you want to help them. The most powerful messages are

real, and create an emotional response. 

So why did you choose this business? Write a sentence or two

about you WHY.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

DAY TWO  -  CREATE YOUR MESSAGE
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What is the problem as they see it and the belief they hold?

Think about your ideal client. What is the immediate problem they

would like to solve? It’s the thing that is on their mind when they

wake up at night. They would be relieved to have this solved. True

transformation comes from shifting beliefs, not just solving

problems. In order to create a deep connection with your audience

you must show them a new way of looking at the problem they

face.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
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s

1.   The ________ As Your ______ Sees It

2.  The _______  _________ ______ That Keeps Them

     Stuck                        

3.  The ______ To The ______ That You Provide

4.  The _______They Need To ______ In Order To

     Create Their Success
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Examples:

I'm all alone and not finding the 

relationship I want.

 

I'll never find love.

In a committed, loving relationship. 

I deserve love and it's easy to find. 

 

1._______: 

2._______:

3._______:

4._______: 

LOVE COACH
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I'm not losing the weight I want. 

It's hard to lose weight. 

In the best shape of my life. 

I'm super healthy and fitness is easy.  

FITNESS TRAINER

I'm not making the money I want. 

I don't know how to make money doing 

what I love.

Ideal clients find and hire them. 

I boldly share my message. 

BUSINESS COACH
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1._______: 

2._______:

3._______:

4._______: 

1._______: 

2._______:

3._______:

4._______: 
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YOUR TURN - Write out each part of the process for you. 

Exhausted at the thought of 

hosting an event. 

Putting on events is hard. 

Events create connection

 and memories.

 

I'm energized when hosting events. 

EVENT HOST

TITLE: _________________________
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1._______: 

2._______:

3._______:

4._______: 

1._______: 

2._______:

3._______:

4._______: 



Create your message.

Using the ‘closing the gap” method as outlined above, take your

prospective client on a journey from the problem to the solution.

I help __________________________________________

                                                      (“Who Is Your Work For” Day 1)

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

                                                   ("New Belief / Feeling") so that)

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

                                                                                    ("Solution") 

Example:

I help unseen entrepreneurs (Who my work is for)

boldly share their message (New belief) so that 

ideal clients can find and hire them. (Solution)
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Write two sentences about why you chose this business.

Write the problem your client faces and the underlying 

belief they hold.

Write the solution you provide. Write the new belief you 

hold for them.

Create Your Message. 

                                  Day TWO is done! 

                                    You are on FIRE! 

                                  See you tomorrow!  

YOUR DAY TWO 

ACTION ITEMS
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Using the closing the gap method from yesterday, put together a

paragraph sharing WHY you chose this business and WHAT

the belief is you hold for your clients.

Many people feel (problem)

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________  

at the thought of (desired outcome)

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

because (old belief) 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________.  

The problem is they (solution)

_________________________________________________

________________________________________________ .

But they haven’t found a way to (new belief) 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________ 

I get it.  I’ve been there (why you chose this business)

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

If you have a desire to (problem) 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

then (CTA - Call To Action)

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________. 

DAY THREE  -  GET THE WORD OUT
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Example:

“Many people feel (problem) exhausted at the thought of (desired

outcome) hosting a live event, because (old belief) all the hard

work required to set it up and make sure all the details are handled

just feels like it’s too much. The problem is they (solution) want to

create connections with their clients but they haven’t found a way

to (new belief) do so AND feel energized.  I get it.  I used to feel

that way too.  However, once I started (why I chose this business)

outsourcing the work of hosting events, my clients are raving about

the experience and my community is more connected than ever,

leading to more sales.  That's why I opened my own event hosting

company! If you have a desire to (problem) host events but feel

overwhelmed by all the work let’s (call to action) talk about how we

can help!”
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Post your message on YOUR facebook profile or page.

Use hashtag #PurposeToProfit. 

Comment on each others posts on their page or profile!

The more we give the more we receive so support your group

 and comment on their posts!

  

                                

                                 Three down, two to go!

                                      You got this!

                                    See you tomorrow!    

YOUR DAY THREE 

ACTION ITEMS
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Create a meaningful connection and build community with your

audience by providing value and letting them get to know you and

what you do. 

This will give you consistent visibility and position you as the go-to

person for your ideal clients.

Create an online event. 

Get in front of the audiences of your industry experts by hosting 

a Facebook Live, a special interview series, an online show, a

youtube series, or a weekly training around your topic or stand.

Give your event a date and schedule it. 

The key is to be consistent with your visibility. Set a schedule 

and stick to it.

Decide if you will deliver it live or recorded.

Facebook live gets more engagement than recorded video, 

but either is fine. Just get in front of your audience consistently. 

It starts with one. Keep it simple.

DAY FOUR  -  CONNECT WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

AND CREATE COMMUNITY
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Choose your topics.

Go back to the problem as your prospective clients see it. 

What will you cover? People love mini steps.

Examples:

2 Healthy Meals You Can Make In 10 Minutes - Nutritionist

3 Exercises You can Do At Your Desk - Fitness Trainer

5 Speaking Topics That Will Get You Booked - Business Coach

4 Quick Ways To Decorate For Your Event - Event Coordinator

If you are inviting guests, what topic would you love to interview

people about that will capture the interest of your prospective

clients?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Choose ONE online event.

___ Facebook live

___ interview series

___ ongoing weekly training

___ an online show

___ a YouTube series

Give your event a date and schedule it.

Choose your topics.

Make a list of 5 topics you will cover for your audience.

                              

                                     Almost there!

                             Keep taking bold action!

                                See you tomorrow!    

YOUR DAY FOUR 

ACTION ITEMS
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   A ______________ series

   An Expert ________ series

   A  __________________

   A 5 Day ______________

Today you are going to create your irresistible offer. This is

something you will use in the consistent messaging method you

chose yesterday.

It gives people a chance to sample your work and it creates a buzz.

Here are a few thing you can invite them to:

Get creative. Once you are consistently in front of your audience

it's time to engage in a way that lets you get to know them. You will

connect with them and help them create wins before they ever

work with you. It creates confidence so that when you do make an

offer, they are ready to say "Yes!"

DAY FIVE  -  MONETIZE YOUR MESSAGE
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Here is my example:

Today I am hosting a LIVE Masterclass as we complete this

challenge. If you want to build a community of engaged fans who

are ready to say yes to your offer and rapidly grow your business, this

is for you.You will learn: The exact steps I took to generate over

$350K in 3 months by sharing my message on line and in front of

small groups.How to create a community of highly engaged people

who are ideal to work with you. How to create and fill your programs,

1-1 offers with ease.

Choose your irresistible offer and list out 3 benefits they will

receive from attending.

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
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______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

Today I'm going to keep it simple!

All you have to do is: 

Tell me what you will offer. Look back at your list on 

page 22.

  

                             

                         CONGRATULATIONS! 

                   YOU KEPT AT IT, HUNG IN THERE

                           AND YOU DID IT!!

YOUR DAY FIVE 

ACTION ITEMS
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